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Abstract. Cheating was a serious problem that was done consciously by the students in working the assessments even though they understand the consequences. Therefore, creating a specific assessment as a tool to monitor their work that could prevent them from cheating was seriously needed. Applying critical thinking skills as the requirement within the assignment was chosen to reduce the cheating possibility. This study was conducted to find out the students’ perspective about the integration of the CT skills in the assessments when doing Extensive Reading program. The result of the study have shown that most of the students agree that by adding CT skills as part of the requirement, they prefer to rely on themselves when working on their assessment. According to them, it was no use to cheat because the CT skills required them explore their own way of thinking.
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1. Introduction

The studies that show that extensive reading influenced students’ ability both in language skills and language components had been done worldwide. Extensive reading has been proven to develop students’ foreign language skills where the access to English was very limited, or when the students were less motivated [1][2][3]. An appropriate approach would be needed to reduce the anxiety from reading many materials, which in the end would make the students could feel more enjoyment during the process [1]. Extensive reading improved students’ reading comprehension [4], reading speed and comprehension [5], English general skills [6][7][8], vocabulary [9][10][11], reading attitude [3], writing [12][13] and many others.

Even though ER was already implemented worldwide, it was still at its early stage in Asia. The condition of ER in Indonesian classroom was roughly at the same stage Japan and Korea were some 10-15 years ago [14]. There were several specific reasons why it was not easy to implement an extensive reading program in formal Indonesian classrooms. One of the reasons was that, in conducting ER, the teachers were required to think beyond the ordinary language-focused, teacher-controlled classroom which prepared students for high-stake exams. However, the condition should be different when it was to be conducted in college or university level because of the different policy and outcome. University level of education was also benefit from the degree of freedom in deciding the curriculum and syllabus, because the difference in graduate expectations.
Among those which have implemented ER program in university level was UIN Jakarta. It was almost a decade that English Education Department in Faculty of Educational Sciences in UIN Jakarta had conducted ER program. Of course, there were problems in first years when it was conducted. Providing proper materials would be one of the obstacles, because there was no specific funding provided by the institution to buy the novels while the expensive price of the novels added another problem. In addition, supervising of the circulation of the novels could not be managed by the teachers themselves, they would need help from the students. Therefore, this program should be well arranged to meet the objective and experienced many trial and error processes, including in preparing the assessment. Common understanding stated that there was no assignment follow ER activities, if there was, it would be a little. However, since the program was part part of the curriculum, it should be graded. Therefore, some assessments should be designed so the students’ work can be scored.

In educational field, assessment was not merely part of grading system, further, it could play important part of instruction to support and enhance teaching learning process [15]. Assessment has also been considered to harm many of the students if it was not properly planned and designed [15][16]. The harmfulness of assessment usually as the result of the failure in balancing the standardized test and the classroom assignment [16]. Meanwhile, in higher educational level, the assessment should be further well prepared to equip the students with the ability to keep learning sustainably within the society [17].

The assessment that was applied in this program was hopefully can be utilised to accelerated students’ learning [18] and empower the students to become self-regulated learners [19]. In designing it, the most challenging part was how to create an assessment that could help the students to retell the story without losing the chance to express themselves, including to maximize the chance to practice their language skills. Another important challenge was how to minimize the cheating probability among the students. Furthermore, since the reading materials would be very various, it was really needed to create an assessment that can be used to any of those type of reading to help the teachers reduce the burden in doing the correction and scoring.

During the process of designing the assessment, it was found that the most difficult part in assessment process was the attempt to minimize the cheating probability. Cheating was defined by King, Guyete and Piotrowski (2009) “as a transgression against academic integrity which entails taking an unfair advantage that results in a misrepresentation of a student’s ability and grasp of knowledge” (p.4) [20]. While Trenholm (2007) said that cheating was also “referred to as academic dishonesty” (p. 284) [21]. Another study also stated that cheating was defined as an activity that going against university policy, benefiting from someone else’s work and not using our own brain to get an unearned grade[22].

Due to the imbalance number of students and the materials provided, repetition was unavoidable and so was cheating. Some still tried to work on reading seriously even though they read the same materials, while many others preferred the easy way out by copying others’ work. Therefore, after years of trial, critical thinking skill then was applied as an attempt to support the evidence of students’ work independency.

The addition of critical thinking ability in the assessment was then become one of the main parts in deciding whether the students really read or not even though of course that would not be enough. Some other strategies were also applied to help the students fulfill the requirement of the program while critical thinking was almost cannot be separated in the process of each.

The consideration in adding critical thinking was actually came from the concern of students’ ability in giving questions when they have discussions in paper presentation sessions. Of course less in paying attention was also part of their ability in creating proper
questions. However, the attempt to help the students’ ability in using those skills in critical thinking should be conducted, because it was very important for them especially to work on their assignment in their next level of subjects, and to help them react better in facing wide range of issues in their real world.

Generally, critical thinking skills could be summarized as the ability to find any possibilities when solving a problem, considering different perspectives and being able to see the other’s argument as part of an alternative contribution, or conclusions, on a specific topic [23]. The ability to use critical thinking would help the students to avoid making mistakes repeatedly and stating bad advice or creating unfavorable decisions [24]. However it needed a hard work to develop it and to make it as habit. In practice, the students should be disciplined in guiding themselves so they could practice to give reasons as the high part of the critical thinking process [25]. It was also stated that this practice would help the students to have rational, reasonable, and emphatic live, as well as develop their intellectual virtues. Therefore, adding some skills of critical thinking would not only help the students avoiding to cheat each other, but also help them to develop the skills that could help them to avoid prejudices and biases as well as narrow ideas when facing complex issues around them.

Therefore, it was needed to conduct a study that could give the evidence that the implementation of CT skills in assessments in this extensive reading program could reduce the cheating chances. As the initial step, this study would focus on finding the students’ perception about the assessment itself as the foundation for further research.

2. Methodology

This study was a preliminary step in investigating the use of critical thinking skills to reduce cheating probability in the assessment. Since this study was aimed to see the students perspectives about the implementation of CT skills in ER assessment toward cheating probability, qualitative method would be applied.

The assessments in Extensive Reading program in the English Education Department (EED) were integrated with other skills to get the maximum benefit of ER. All language skills were used as part of ER activities, and within those skills, CT played an important part of their effort in doing the ER projects and assessment. Each type of the reading material given in ER had a different type of assessment.

The research was conducted in an English Education Department (EED) at Faculty of Educational Sciences, UIN Jakarta. The students at EED were at an advanced level of English proficiency and they had a specific objective: to become future English teachers. 30 research participants, from 18 to 21 years age range, from three classes in their fourth semester of undergraduate study were involved. These participants were enrolled in an ER course; this number of participants was 37 per cent of a total of 82 students taking the course at that time. They were the ones who took the pre- and post-reading tests.
A questionnaire was used as an instrument to gather the information from the students. It was given to the students through google form. There were seven questions asking the students’ understanding and perspective toward the assessment given in the questionnaire.

3. Findings and discussion

3.1 Findings

There were seven questions that were related to the assessment that were asked to students in the questionnaire. The first question was about whether or not the students know that the material (novels) that they read was also read by other students previously. From 30 students, five students stated that they did not know, while the rest (83.3%) believed that they knew. However, based on the next question, even though they knew that other students have ever read those materials, and they had the chances to see those work, 90% of the students still read the same materials anyway, while the rest 10% preferred no to read them and find other materials.

Even though there were wide chances to refer to the previous works, there were only four students (13.3%) that would refer their work to those previous ones. The other 86.7% preferred not to do it with various reasons. Most of the responses stated that they believe in their own ability. According to them, by referring their work with the previous ones would show that they were not confidence with their own ability, and they believed it was a lost to gain the most benefit of the course. Some others stated that they did not need to refer to the previous work because they believed that they understand how to do the assessment properly and they preferred to believe in their own work rather than being influenced by others. According to them, people would have different understanding and perspectives toward the story, and they did not want their judgment to be influenced by others’.

100% students stated that they understand perfectly about how to do the assessment even though there was still one student who did not understand why the assessments were arranged that way. The 96.7% students claimed that they understood the reason why the assessment had critical thinking skills component as the main requirement.

In the last question, there were 12 students from 30 who stated that there was no chance to cheat with the way the assessment was arranged. The rest 18 students believed that the probability was of course exist, however, it would be difficult to do it because the critical thinking factor (reasoning) that was the main requirement would more or less prevent them to cheat. On top of that, even though there was a chance, many of them preferred not to take it for the sake of achieving greater objective, that was acquiring the language skills through regular and supervised practiced. Therefore, they did not think that they need to cheat because they really wanted to accomplished the aim of the course and felt the challenges themselves.

3.2 Discussion

There were three elements (fraud triangle) which were considered as the reason of cheating existence: incentive/pressure, opportunity, and rationalization/attitude [26]. When it was related to academic, those who saw the incentive/pressure element would focus on earning a good grade or better score (meanwhile the opportunity manifested itself in an environment when it was believed that no one was watching). For those who were in the element of rationalization/attitude became more prevalent and excusable when there was a perception that “everyone is doing it anyway.” The “examination” environment was a potential condition to create the fraud triangle. However, there was of course a probability that the opportunity to
cheat was minimized when the faculty member was present during the examination, and required that all notes, electronic devices, and other materials be put away, and carefully watched the students.

Avoiding cheating totally would be hard to do, especially in the era where technology was very helpful, including smoothing the cheating process [22]. Meanwhile, the law enforcement when the student was caught cheating was difficult to implement due to many reasons, including the non existence of uniformity among the instructor [27]. The students who preferred to work on their task by relying on their own ability and not to engage in cheating were assumed to have a higher moral compass for their positive behavior [28]. Meanwhile, some of the reasons for those who did it included the desire to help others, procrastination, the need to pass the class, course difficulties, having an assumption that “it didn’t matter if I cheat”, or thinking that cheating was easy anyway [29][30].

Even though it was still debatable, indeed the responsibility for reducing cheating lies with both students and academic institutions. Reducing it, was also considered as one of the most important components to promoting academic integrity on college campuses and was to ensure that faculty and students understand the values and expectations of the institution [31]. What made it more difficult to overcome was that most of the time the faculty preferred to handle cases individually [32][33]. Some of the reasons for such action were because the incidents of cheating were difficult to prove, there was a lack of knowledge regarding the policies of the institution, or the institution had an organizational culture that discouraged faculty from reporting such cases.

It should be acknowledged that an individual instructor was suggested to be able to minimize cheating in their class [31]. For example, there was a need some practical pedagogical methods that can be applied to help students avoid the pressure of cheating especially during the exam. Therefore, it was important to carefully planned when designing the exam and assessment. Implementing some specific requirement that was considered to minimize the students’ pressure should be put into action. By knowing some noble behavior from the ability of thinking critically, the pressure to cheat would be eliminated by the students themselves [34][35]. The skills in CT required the students to get used to broaden their perspectives as well as honor their own opinions by keep practicing the capability in analysing and reasoning. Having well understanding about the objectives of the assessment and motivating them to work with integrity would hopefully become one of the ways to reduce cheating.

4. Conclusion

As an initial step, it could be concluded that the implementation CT as one of the requirements in the assessment was helpful enough to avoid cheating and repetition. Even though the chance was there, due to the nature of assessment and positive behavior of the students, cheating behavior was unlikely to become the choice in this program. However, of course further study would be needed to claim that CT was useful in reducing cheating activity. The availability of evidence such as the students’ work would strengthen the result of the study.
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